
Update on School Funding Topic from Governing Body – December 2018 

Thank you for the feedback you gave us before, during and after the Parents Evenings in respect of 

the funding topic we recently communicated. We have collated the areas that came up during these 

sessions – and subsequently - into the additional Q&As below. The original Q&As issued on 9th 

November are available here.  The matter of funding is significant for the school and we remain 

intent on providing you with as much information as we can. 

Please continue to provide feedback, ideas and questions generally and please look out for a 

questionnaire on the subject we are planning for January. 

Cost reductions: Can we use e-learning or IT generally to cut NHPS spending?  

North Hinksey is always looking at ways to improve efficiencies and IT has clearly improved how the 

school is run, children’s progress tracked and teaching is delivered. IT is not a replacement for 

teachers or TAs which are our greatest asset, and like many organisations are also the bulk of our 

expenditure.  We will continue to look for ways to use IT effectively and in particular see where we 

can save on costs without an unacceptable impact on the quality of education we deliver.  

A fixed parent contribution would be “unfair” to poorer families 

There is no plan to introduce a fixed amount. Your support is not mandatory. Instead, we are raising 

awareness of an issue you should know about, and giving you the opportunity to help. We are open 

to suggestions as to what that ‘help’ looks like for individual families. Some may prefer to give a 

fixed sum by direct debit every month, others might opt to contribute in other ways, such as 

volunteering for activities etc.  

Would parental contributions increase every year? 

We will look at the figures again once we have seen the benefit from parental contributions.  

How much money do you need? And how much do you need from me? 

Initially, this funding would be used to backfill the significant shortfall we anticipate in school funds 

and support normal school operations. There are 207 pupils at North Hinksey, and ParentMail goes 

to every family. If every family was able to offer us a regular payment of £24.00 per month, this 

would go a long way toward replacing the funding we have lost.  

Why an “ongoing revenue stream” as mentioned in the last Q&A? 

While the future political landscape is uncertain, it seems unlikely the government will suddenly 

boost public spending on education, so we need to prepare be more self-sufficient. And that means 

creating a regular, reliable and sustainable funding stream to supplement conventional funding.  

Why don’t you apply for grants? 

We do and will continue to do so. However, these are not intended to replace or supplement 

conventional income streams. Grants are usually for very specific capital projects, such as 

playground equipment.  

“This is a government issue, and I pay all my taxes. Why should I pay for state education?” 

Why indeed. But this is where we are. Education is not the only victim of public spending cuts; the 

problems in the NHS are well-publicised, and this may have deflected attention away from the 

ongoing decline in education funding, which has amounted to real-term cuts.  

https://www.north-hinksey-school.org.uk/governance.html


This is clearly a political issue and we would certainly encourage concerned parents to lobby our 

local MP, Layla Moran, who has proved to be sympathetic to important local issues and is the Lib 

Dem spokesperson for Education. We have already written to her, and a template letter is available 

from school website. 

I’ve heard that Academy executives take a big cut of LEA funds and then give big pay rises to the 

head teacher as an incentive.  

Well, this is news to Mrs Pearce and is not true. Guideline salaries for teachers and head teachers 

are readily available on the Internet. These pay bands are set by the government and person-specific 

pay is worked out on the basis of professional experience, the profile of the school, and so on.  

Salaries account for the majority of your spend. Maybe you’re paying them too much? 

As above, we do not set teacher or headteacher pay grades. That is done at government level and 

few would argue that teachers are overpaid. While we cannot release the details of each individual’s 

salaries, the statutory figures are readily available online. What is worth noting is that a teacher’s 

pay will increase incrementally as they become more experienced. Many of our teachers are very 

experienced which is one of the strengths of the school. 

There has been some natural adjustment in our staffing set-up; Miss Newman and Mrs Chartres 

moved on, while the newly-qualified Mr Cook joined. We have also not replaced at least one other 

leaver, and allowances are no longer paid for ‘middle leader’ roles. 

Are we paying higher wages under the ODST than OCC? 

No. All staff are being paid exactly the same.  The salary scales are identical.  The ODST Pay Policy is 

available on the ODST website  

For anyone wondering exactly how Mrs Pearce has managed to afford such a lovely personalised 

number plate, thank you for asking.  Her dad bought her for her when she was a baby, many years 

ago! 

Why did you become an Academy? Is the current problem due to the status switch? 

For many reasons – and no, it’s not the problem. Please see here for our previous consultation on 

the drivers for converting to an Academy and the challenges we were experiencing as a result of 

diminishing support from the local authority, Oxfordshire County Council. 

Responsible for more than 5,300 pupils and 1300 staff, the Oxford Diocesan Schools Trust (ODST) 

manages 32 distinctive schools across Oxfordshire and Berkshire. ODST events offer high-quality 

training and support for leaders and teachers of member schools. 

As part of the ODST Multi-Academy Trust (MAT), we can access what we need to realise the 

potential of the school, staff and pupils.  Since our conversion, ODST has already provided many 

benefits as shown below. This is provided for the same charge to the school as OCC had made. OCC 

continued to make the charge even when their provision and support levels significantly reduced as 

a result of the financial constraints they have been subject to. 

It is also worth mentioning again that ODST have covered the cost of the recent rise in teachers’ pay 

while we are waiting for confirmation of the Government’s pay grant, which would otherwise have 

seriously impacted our budget this Financial Year.  

Are we getting our fair share of the ODST budget? 

https://www.odst.org.uk/
https://www.north-hinksey-school.org.uk/governance.html


Funding is provided by the Department of Education through ODST in the same way as it was 

provided through OCC and therefore we continue to receive our share. ODST take 5% of our budget 

to cover the services provided above and this is exactly the same amount as was taken by OCC. ODST 

also provide a fund for capital expenditure items. We can make a business case for our capital 

expenditure projects (e.g. facilities improvements) and potentially access these funds, which is an 

option we had less control over previously with the local authority. 

Are we receiving less funding for children with Special Educational Needs (SEN)? 

No, the Local Authority still has responsibility for the SEN children requiring additional funding, and 

therefore we receive exactly the same amount as we would have done if we had remained as an 

OCC school.   

Sports coaches are expensive. Why don’t the teachers just teach the PE? 

Every teacher is entitled to 10% non-teaching time for planning, preparation and assessment (PPA). 

Currently we use Sports Coaches for four hours a week in Key Stage 2 to help with this as they 

provide high quality sports provision, and cost less than a qualified teacher. We are fortunate to 

have highly skilled Teaching Assistants who are able, and willing, to teach the classes for the 

remaining 10 hours a week requiring cover. Using Sports Coaches enables us to free up Teaching 

Assistant time to lead interventions with children. We do not use Sport Coaches for Reception, Year 

1 or Year 2 and Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 must have 2 hours of PE teaching a week. This means they each 

receive 1 hour from the Sports Coaches and 1 hour from the teacher every week, unless they are 

swimming. 

Can you provide a cost/benefit analysis that compares life under the LAA and ODST? 

In brief, we pay the same % topslice to ODST as we did to OCC but get more for our money. We’ve 

listed these benefits as a separate list below. 

I am still convinced that the problem is due to financial mismanagement by the school, our move 

to Academy status within the ODST, or a combination of these factors.  

You are welcome to email Mrs Pearce with any specific questions. We are also going to circulate a 

questionnaire in January, and are planning to host an open meeting in January to give you the 

platform to raise your concerns. As referenced in the question above, the full list of the benefits we 

believe our ODST membership brings to the school are shown in the list below. 

Perhaps the teachers/staff should go on strike if they’re being underfunded. It works in France!  

Any strategy, no matter how well intentioned, that compromised the children’s education or 

inconvenienced their parents is anathema to us.  

We, as governors and parents, completely understand that asking people to, essentially, pay twice 

for their children’s education is not an easy ‘sell’, but it is what it is. Transparency is vital, there is 

nothing to hide and we are confident we can create a solution that maintains the high standards and 

personality of North Hinksey Primary School.  

 

Okay, so no strikes. But this is a political issue. What can I do to campaign for change? 

Plenty. As mentioned earlier, Layla Moran, our local MP, is receptive to the issue. Contact her here, 

or download the template letter from the school website.  

http://www.laylamoran.com/contact
https://www.north-hinksey-school.org.uk/governance.html


The National Association of Head Teachers (NAHT) is very vocal on this issue. Their website has 

plenty of contextual information. It’s this way.   

Will this additional funding solve the problem? If not, what else are you doing? 

In short, no, this additional income will not replace the funding shortfall. We need to approach the 

issue more strategically and will do so in the New Year. Any company facing similar challenges would 

undertake a root-and-branch of their finances and that is exactly what we are planning. Nothing is 

off the table at this stage, but it seems inevitable at this stage that the school ‘offering’ will change.  

The graph below from the National Governance Association (NGA) is a useful yardstick for the 

measures other schools are taking to remain financially viable. We will consider all these during our 

review.  

 

As governors we are mindful to preserve what makes our school special and the service it provides 

to the community. But this is an unprecedented situation and we must do what it takes to ensure 

that the core values of the school are uncompromised and we support the teachers and head 

teacher in doing what they do best – providing a platform for our children to thrive and succeed in a 

happy and secure environment.  

 

What’s next? 

A number of things. We are meeting with the ODST in January to look at additional options and will 

commence a fundamental review of everything the school does, and where we could make 

https://www.naht.org.uk/our-priorities/school-funding-in-crisis/


economies. Of course, transparency and communication are vital and we are planning regular 

updates. The questionnaire that follows in January will be your first opportunity for written 

feedback. We look forward to receiving it.  

Thank you for reading. 

 

Cath Wilson, Chair and the Governing Body 

North Hinksey C of E Primary School 

 

Please note that this communication and actions, those that preceded it, and everything that 

follows, are supported by all members of the Governing body. 

 

  



Benefits of ODST  

This list is provided as evidence that the move to Academy status under the ODST has improved the 

school in many areas.  

• Monitoring visits from ODST adviser. Invaluable assistance that will focus on key school 

development areas, eg progress and outcomes for children, teaching and learning and strength of 

governance. We are always looking to improve the service we provide to pupils, staff and parents. 

These benchmarking appraisals help us to see NHPS in the context of other ODST, recognise areas of 

improvement and plan for focused areas of development 

• GDPR support (toolkit, policy, privacy notice) and nominated Data Protection Officer. 

Compliance with the GDPR (a new EU-wide law protecting personal data) is mandatory, and fines for 

data breaches are huge.  

As this article mentions, GDPR costs to schools include IT upgrades and appointing a Data Protection 

Officer. The alternative is losing hours of staff time every week to handle the work internally. Our 

ODST status means ongoing compliance costs the school nothing.  

• Online health and safety (H&S) training. This has raised the standards of H&S awareness for all 

staff and the move online means staff are not having to leave school to take this training.  

• Online tracking of H&S requirements (eg fire safety log). This was previously handled internally 

using a time-consuming manual system. Another time-saving efficiency.  

• Legal support and advice. Any company needs to have access to sound legal advice. Current issues 

affecting the school include land dispute and liability for a maintenance issue. Solicitor fees would 

normally be met by the school budget.  

• Premises support. It is a school priority to ensure NHPS continues to provide a safe, comfortable 

and energy-efficient environment for learning. We have an ageing infrastructure and the toilets, in 

particular, are problematic. Working within the ODST entitles us to a free condition survey, a five 

year maintenance plan and ongoing advice. We also benefit from the buying power of ODST.   

• Additional funding for Hubs.  Hubs are opportunities to work with the other schools, developing 

teaching and learning best practice and sharing expertise.  We currently work with John Henry 

Newman, St Christopher's and Wheatley Primaries. ODST provides each hub with some funding each 

year for learning opportunities. This year we will work on staff professional development, with a Hub 

training session for all teachers. 

•Online tracking tool for pupil outcomes – this enables us to quickly analyse how groups of children 

are progressing  

•Termly Strategic briefings for governors and headteachers – important sessions that keep us up to 

date with OFSTED requirements, policy changes which we would otherwise have to find out for 

ourselves. These also provide an opportunity to share good practice across other schools. 

• Staff training, Training and personal development makes North Hinksey better. ODST is offering a 

full programme of opportunities for professional improvement. These include the Early Years Hub, 

English, Maths, School Business Managers, the PSHE Leaders Conference, Headteacher Conference 

and governor training.  This link explains more.  

 

https://schoolsweek.co.uk/schools-face-hefty-fines-for-data-breaches-under-new-eu-laws/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/oxford-diocesan-schools-trust-9780289121


Original Q and A sheet 

 

1. Why has this happened now? Why have budgets suddenly got so difficult? 

In short, it hasn’t. Sadly, our significantly impacted income it is the cumulative effect of years of cuts, 

specifically the reduction in government funding as a result of their change to the funding formula 

which has impacted schools like ours. The net result is that our income for this year only just covers 

our expected expenditure – and that is only as a result of significantly cutting back on non-essential 

expenditure.  

 

2. Has there been poor financial stewardship/inappropriate spending by NHPS? 

No. Budgets have always been balanced, well managed, and subject to scrutiny by the relevant local 

authority and the Resources Committee. This careful stewardship has, until now, given us a small 

‘carry forward’ as a buffer to inflationary increases. This capacity has now gone. The problems 

affecting our costs are beyond our control, and driven by government policy – for example, inflation, 

and employee-related increases such as salary and pension which have to be covered by current 

funding.  

 

3. Could other savings avoid using fundraising as an income stream?  

As with previous years, we have scrutinised our expenditure for potential cuts and spending 

reductions. This year we have taken approx. £17,000 out of the budget to ensure it balances. We 

have also asked parents and guardians to subsidise activities, such as Forest School, that we 

previously offered free.  

 

4. Why are we not using teachers for sports provision rather than external contractors?   

Teachers already offer out-of-school support for sports activities, such as cross-country running and 

football tournaments, as well as some sports-related teaching. However, sporting tuition continues 

to be provided by Club Energy because we believe our pupils should have access to ‘specialist, sports 

qualified staff where possible. Club Energy provide this in a cost-effective way that enables our 

teaching and support staff to focus on the other areas of the curriculum.    

 

5. What about other income streams? Grants and so on?  

We have, and will continue to look for opportunities to secure funds by other means such as grants. 

While hugely helpful in providing extra occasional income, many of the schemes are in relation to 

one-off projects. We need an ongoing, reliable income stream to counter our increasing and ongoing 

costs. 

 

6. Is this a result of becoming an Academy under the ODST?  



No. As referenced in our letter, the opposite is true. The ODST has added value to school operations. 

Their support of our staff training and bankrolling of the work to make us GDPR-compliant has 

relieved the school of substantial costs particularly around procurement; their buying power means 

discounts on coach hire, insurance costs, and school improvements. Importantly, the ODST covered 

this year’s mandatory teacher salary increase, albeit as a one-off.  

 

7. Do we really need branded exercise books?  

While they are not essential, branding is part of the School identity. In addition, this personalisation 

means we can encourage the children to respect them as ‘school property’ and promote the sense 

of belonging to the School. The HSA share this view and funded the provision of NHPS-specific books 

last year, but we will consider using plain stationery when reprints are due. Laura (the School 

Business Manager) is constantly looking at potential savings on equipment and other school 

essentials. 

  

8. What will this money be spent on?  

This fundraising money will be the supplementary income stream we need to support the day-to-day 

running of the School. It will feed directly into the School’s central fund, rather than being set aside 

for a specific purpose. Should the need arise for an extra cash boost to meet a specific need, then 

that would be subject to a separate appeal and/or exploration of other funding sources. 

 

9. Transparency is important. Can I see where the money has gone?  

The Governor Resources Committee meet regularly and have responsibility for overseeing the use of 

school funds.  As with all Governor meeting minutes, the minutes of these meetings can be made 

available from the school office on request.    

 

10. School trips are a luxury we can’t afford. Should we let them to go?  

School trips make a significant contribution both to the development of our children’s personal and 

social skills and their academic achievement. They also increase their understanding of subjects as 

applied to the ‘real world’ and OFSTED recognise the value of learning beyond the classroom. At 

North Hinksey, much effort goes into creating visits that relate to the children’s learning, and 

support a broad and balanced curriculum.  

 

The children enjoy them hugely and we feel are part of what makes being part of North HInksey 

special. Whilst we therefore don’t want to stop running trips, we will continue to make sure costs 

are considered as part of their planning and realistically, may ask parents/carers for contributions 

where previously we haven’t. 

 

11. Drama, school plays, music recitals. Surely we should let them go?   



As with trips, we believe music and drama offer developmental benefits that lessons alone can’t 

provide. School concerts and plays take place because teachers give up their own time to support 

them.  

 

12. What about sponsorship from someone like McDonalds?  

Whilst finding new funding sources are essential, and contributions from all parts of the community 

are welcome, we would be unable to accept any support that might require promotion of a specific 

brand or organisation. 

 

13. Income aside, what shape is the school in? 

Our school performance is strong. The quality and experience of our staff ensures the best possible 

educational experience for the children, and it is one reason we are as successful as we are.  The 

school is oversubscribed, rated ‘Good’ by OFSTED, ‘Outstanding’ by SIAMs and, most importantly, 

popular both with pupils and parents/carers – a fact borne out by annual questionnaire results.  

 

In summary therefore, while we continually challenge ourselves to do even better, we think the 

school is in great shape, and the sole purpose of the fundraising activity is to maintain these high 

standards. 

 

 

 


